The flexibility of such replica stamps is controlled by the modulus and the thickness of the stamp. However, flexibility is restricted by practical aspects. A small modulus limits the structure size and aspect ratio due to pattern collapse and a very thin stamp may be complicated to handle. Therefore composite stamps are a good alternative. These flexible composite stamps consist of a structured top layer and a flexible supporting backplane and, optionally, some additional layers in between. Because of shrinkage due to crosslinking or preparation at elevated temperature these stamps are often bended at room temperature (see Fig. 1a ), which hinders an easy use. Bending can be minimized by use of a thicker backplane, as e.g. with SCIL stamps; unfortunately, this counteracts flexibility.
In contrast, our concept relies on the correct choice of the preparation parameters with regard to the properties of the stamp materials involved, namely the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) and the shrinkage due to crosslinking. In our procedure (see Fig. 1b ), the shrinkage of the top layer during crosslinking is counter-balanced by the higher thermal shrinkage of the backplane during cooldown, when the right process temperature is chosen, resulting in a flat stamp. In order to quantify the potential of such highly flexible stamps (see Fig. 2 ) for technical use we address the suitability to reduce the size of particle-induced imprint defects. Therefore particles of a well-defined size are dusted across the coated substrate before imprinting with different contact pressures. With increasing pressure the risk of stamp failure increases; as sketched in Fig. 3 , the top layer may break when extended beyond a specific material characteristic, the "elongation at break". The respective limits are identified experimentally as well as theoretically. 
